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This paper was prepared by a working group convoked by the Africa Region to

prepare a framework within which the Region could consider a broad range of initiatives

to increase Internet connectivity in sub-Saharan Africa. Each of the authors, listed in

alphabetical order, contributed portions ofthe text, and the integration was done by Peter

Knight (Chief of the Bank's Electronic Media Center) and Eugene Boostrom (Africa

Technical Dept., Population and Human Resources Division). Comments on this draft are

encouraged and should be sent by e-mail or markup of the text to P. Knight and E.

Boostrom with copies to Steen Jorgensen (AFRCA).
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Summary

The development of computer networking in Africa presents the World Bank with

a unique opportunity to make a major contribution to Africa's current and future

development in ways which will simultaneously advance the Bank's strategic objectives in

the areas of donor coordination, client consultation, capacity building, decentralization of

Bank activities and decision making, and private sector development. With the accelerated

pace of change in the world, the Bank needs to develop the capacity to respond quickly

and flexibly to an ever-changing landscape. Electronic networking is a tool the Bank can

use to realize these goals.

The information revolution is being driven by the convergence of

telecommunications, computers, satellites, and fiber optic technologies. It is fueled by

rapid and sustained falls in the cost of processing, storing, and transmitting information.

This sharp fall in costs -- along with an increase in the technical and human ability to

access, interpret and use information - promises to make the knowledge base of mankind

available anywhere, anytime, in any language.

Knowledge is becoming at least as important as land and physical capital. In the

future, the distinction between developed and non-developed countries will be joined by

distinctions between fast countries and slow countries, networked nations and isolated

ones. The information revolution offers Africa a dramatic opportunity to leapfrog into the

future, breaking out of decades of stagnation or decline.

Africa needs to seize this opportunity, quickly. If African countries cannot take

advantage of the information revolution and surf this great wave of technological change,

they may be crushed by it. In that case, they are likely to be even more marginalized and

mired in economic stagnation in the future than they are today. Catching the wave will

require visionary leadership in Africa. The World Bank, other international agencies,

bilaterals, and NGOs can all help. External donors should be encouraged to mobilize their

know-how, their own needs for connectivity, their financial support, and their ability to

dialogue with African organizations ~ all to empower Africans, including Internet service

providers, so that they can build their National Information Infrastructures (Nils), connect

them to the Global Information Infrastructure (Gil), and move rapidly into the information

age. Several multilateral and bilateral agencies active in the region (e.g., WHO/AFRO,

USAID, NASA, UNICEF, UNFPA) are seeking to coordinate with the Bank Group in this

work. A flexible approach which introduces technical and managerial standards to the

many current initiatives will increase the benefits for all involved.

The Internet is the prototype of the Gil ofthe future, and the national and sub-

national networks which compose it the prototype of Nils. The global connectivity maps

and tables prepared by the Internet Society show dramatically that sub-Saharan Africa is

the least-connected part of the world.
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The World Bank's modest support for the growth of indigenous networks in the

Southern African region offers some important lessons. In some countries the only feasible

strategy might be to provide similarly small amounts of financial support and technical

assistance for indigenous-based incremental change. However, in most cases the World

Bank Group and other donors should adopt a much more pro-active policy which can lead

quickly to significant progress, avoiding unnecessary steps.

The principal elements of this broader policy should be to:

• conduct an intense policy dialogue with national governments to emphasize the

importance of taking advantage ofthe information revolution to accelerate economic

and social development, as well as the need for deregulation, privatization, and

competition in the telecommunications sector.

• augment the supply ofInternet services, through IDF grants; grants from the

prospective InfoDev fund recently authorized by a G7 Ministerial Meeting in Brussels

and the Bank's Senior Management; and loans, credits, and investments ofthe World

Bank Group, either as private sector development projects or as components within

other operations, for example higher education projects.

• stimulate demand for African Internet service providers through encouraging

purchase of connectivity and support services needed by fee World Bank Group and

other international and bilateral development agencies from these African providers

rather than creating systems for the sole use of the World Bank Group or other

agencies. Another major source of demand can be World Bank Group loans, credits,

and investments — e.g. education and health projects.

The real challenge is not technical or financial, but organizational and political.

While there are no technological barriers to rapid expansion of Internet service in Africa,

mere are many in the sphere of obsolete regulatory frameworks.

The World Bank group should concentrate its efforts in a role as catalytic agent,

coordinator of donor efforts, and stimulator and financier of projects applying these

empowering technologies. Key types of projects include education, training, health,

electric power, and private sector development.

To implement this new policy will require the allocation of World Bank Group

human and financial resources. The costs for launching this pro-active, collaborative

strategy are very modest. A full Internet node can be established in an African Country for

$250,000-$500,000, with annual operating costs on the order of $130,000, exclusive of

local labor costs.

The required resources should be programmed beginning in fee budget for FY96.

This effort should involve all Africa Region departments, IENTL OBP, and fee Electronic

Media Center. Resources for staff time to work on these matters for fee Africa Region by

other Bank units should be provided under fee usual cross support arrangements.
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• It will be critical to monitor implementation ofthis strategy. For Uiis purpose, a

Committee should be established by the Africa Region which would periodically

assess progress.
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Selected Quotations

Telecommunications is the drivingforce that is simultaneously creating tlie huge global economy and

making its parts smaller and more powerful. — John Naisbitt, author1

Freerflows oftrade and investments must be considered in conjunction with the increasingly

crucial issue ofthe unobstructed access to advanced technology. These considerations are

inseparable. Otherwise we will see two worlds develop: One wired to the new technological

revolution and the other unplugged andfallingfurther andfurther behind - Fernando Henrique

Cardoso. President of Brazil2

The liberating effects ofthese technologies have been clear around the world. Satellite stations

brought medical advice to those tending to the suffering in Rwanda. Radio and TVbroadcasts in

South Africa promoted the role ofvoting in a democracy. Wireless technologies are allowing

emerging nations to leapfrog die expensive stages ofwiring a communication network -for

example, in Thailand, where the ratio ofcellular telephone users to the population is twice that of

the US - Albert Gore, Vice President of the United States3

Not only do we have to spread information technology around, but we have to completely change

the whole approach to education and more generally knowledge. We have to turn countries into

what I call learning nations. - Jean Francois Rischard. Vice President, Finance and Private Sector
Development, The World Bank4

Ofall the gaps that exist between the South and North, none is growingfaster than the information

gap, and the information highway threatens to increase the growth rate to the point where some

countries and some segments ofsociety -- in both South and North - may be left out altogether.

David Nostbakken, Executive Director. WETV and Shahid Akhtar. Director, International

development Research Center (.IDRC)5

It's clear that bringing developing countries onto the information highway constitutes a colossal challenge if

we are to promote economic growth.... the reality is that there are more telephone lines in Manhattan, New

York, than in sub-Saharan Africa. - Thabo Mbeki, Deputy President, Republic of South Africa6

1 John Naisbitt, Global Paradox: The Bigger the World Economy, the More Powerful Its Smallest Players
(New York, William Morrow and Company, 1994), page 53.

Fernando Henrique Cardoso, '"From Dependency to Shared Prosperity," New Perspectives Quarterly, Winter
1995, page 15.

3 Albert Gore, Keynote Address to the 1995 Gl Ministerial Conference, 26 February 1995, Brussels, Belgium
(published electronically in Gl Live on the World Wide Web)

(http://www.ibm.com/sponsor/g71ive/10010.html).

4 Interview for EMC-FPD video Learning Nations, forthcoming April 1995.
5 David Nostbakken and Shahid .Akhtar, Does the Highway go South: Southern Perspectives on the
Information Highway, Report of an International Institute of Communications Pre-Conference Symposium on

Southern Country Interests, Tampere, Finland, 3-4 September 1994 (Ottawa: IDRC, February, 1995), page ii.

6 Quoted in Janet McEvoy, "Third World Wonders About Information Highway", 28 February 1995,
published electronically in G7 Live on the World Wide W'eb (http://wvv'\v.ibm.com/sponsor/g71ive/3002.html).
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The Information Revolution and the Global Economy

Three technological waves are currently driving the global economy forward -

telematics (the convergence of informatics and telecommunications), biotechnology, and

new materials. Of these the first has been moving the longest, is the most pervasive,

affecting virtually every sector of economic activity, and is the most central. Telematics is

the most central because the convergence of telecommunications, computers, satellites,

and fiber optic technologies which undergird it are crucial to the knowledge-based

economy ofthe future. These technologies are decreasing the cost of processing, storing,

and transmitting information at the rate of 50 percent every 18 months. This ~ along with

human ability to access, interpret and use that information ~ is what the information

revolution is all about.

Telematics promises to make the knowledge base of mankind available anywhere,

anytime, in any language. It enables for the first time in centuries a crucial breakthrough

in the productivity of education and training. This is what makes possible the rapid spread

of not only telematics itself, but also of biotechnology, new materials, and other promising

new technologies. The key is the rapid spread of knowledge and skills. The problem will

not be technology, but rather the political and organizational "software" to use it

effectively.

A recent study commissioned by Hie World Bank looks at the impact on the world

economy, and in particular on the competitiveness of developing countries, of a

predictable fall in the cost of communication to virtually nil ten years from today.7 This
study foresees a radical change in the employment patterns of a future global economy

driven by a continued fall in telecommunications charges (usage and installation) to the

point where they will become so cheap as to be perceived to be free by all users, globally.

An acceleration of the rebalancing of wealth between nations in the various stages of

socio-economic development will result. The study makes clear that the changes will be

revolutionary. Countries which are able to seize the opportunities these technologies

present will be able to leapfrog into the future, even though they lack a developed

communications infrastructure today. In fact, countries with little existing

communications infrastructure, with less need to deal with vested interests in old

technologies, can proceed directly to the use of wireless technologies and fiber. The key

will be visionary leadership and the ability to mobilize nations around an attractive and

realizable vision of their citizens' future.

The Information Revolution, Equity, and Poverty

7 Simon Forge, "Consequences of Current Telecommunications Trends on the Competitiveness of Developing

Countries" (Cambridge Strategic Management Group, January 1995).
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The information revolution could help level the international playing field in terms

of opportunities for social and economic development. Properly managed with a view to

equity, it could reduce differences within countries in their populations' access to

information and to learning tools and opportunities. However, if appropriate care is not

taken, the same revolution instead could lead to increasing disparities in incomes and

information access, across regions, countries, areas within countries, income groups,
communities and individuals.

The education sector illustrates the positive potential. For centuries, the basic

educational technology has remained unchanged. A teacher stands at the front of a

classroom and teaches with the aid of a blackboard and printed materials. Recently this

has been supplemented by various audio-visual aids, but these are simply imposed on top

of the existing human/print technology. The costs of education tend to rise faster than
inflation. In the case of Sub-Saharan African countries, population pressure, slow

economic growth ad low coverage make the search for alternative models to complement

traditional education technology an urgent priority. The higher education systems offer

most promising potential for the application of information technologies in the short run. In

the knowledge-based economy, educational coverage and quality must increase, and

education must be lifelong rather than terminal, as the rate of change and obsolescence is

very rapid in most disciplines. In the less-developed countries, demand for education and

training increases, productivity does not and their price goes up, increasing the risk of

two-track societies and a two-track world. Entirely new ways to support, encourage, and

document learning, spawned by the information revolution, will bring the needed sharp

increase in educational productivity. Distance education ~ using such interactive

multimedia tools as the World Wide Web, CD-ROMs and videoconferencing, as well as

telephones, e-mail, radio and broadcast television - is making it possible to network

learners and learning resources from Timbuktu to Paris, from Maputo to Sao Paulo, from

Capetown to London, from New York to Nairobi, not to mention among African
locations.

In education, health, public administration and other sectors, decentralization

requires that government workers and others take on increased responsibilities while on

assignments in areas which are not seen as desirable. Professional and social isolation is a

reality faced by stafFon many such assignments. Electronic networking can greatly reduce
this isolation, giving staff full access to professional and other information and opening up

immediate and direct communication with the center and with national, regional and

international resource groups. In Zambia, for example, nine remote districts now have

network access, with strong positive effects on staffmorale and performance, and

forthcoming health and education sector credits are expected to include provisions to
expand such coverage.

Donors should guide the development of electronic networking in Africa in

directions which will reduce discrepancies among areas and social groups. For example,

networking should quickly extend beyond the main cities and the central institutions within
mem to encompass and empower other areas and groups. Technologies such as high

capacity radio networking linkages and low-cost satellite terminals make this possible.
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Given the political will.to empower other areas and groups within countries, there will still

be a need to structure inpentives so as to reward those institutions and individuals who

share information and significantly expand network access. The incentives will need to be

sufficiently strong to counteract the fact that "knowledge is power".

Africa's Opportunity and the World Bank Group's Mission

The Internet is the prototype of the Global Information Infrastructure (Gil) of the

future, and the national and sub-national networks which compose it constitute the

prototype of the National Information Infrastructures (Nils). But when one looks at the

global connectivity maps and tables prepared by the Internet Society, it is immediately

evident that Sub-Saharan Africa is the least-connected part of the world.

The development of computer networking in Africa presents the World Bank with

a unique opportunity to make a major contribution to Africa's current and future

development in ways which will simultaneously advance the Bank's strategic objectives in

the areas of donor coordination, client consultation, capacity building, decentralization of

Bank activities and decision making, and private sector development. With the accelerated

pace of change in the world, the Bank needs to develop the capacity to respond quickly ,

and flexibly to an ever-changing landscape. Electronic networking is a tool the Bank can

use to realize this goal.

Donor coordination. Electronic networks' unique ability to transfer data or to

provide simultaneous access to data instantaneously to a widely dispersed group of people

provides the Bank Group with a tool to improve coordination and cooperation with other

donors on development projects. The Bank has emphasized that with shrinking aid

budgets the donor community must do more to strengthen synergies and work together

toward the broad goal of poverty reduction. Increased coordination and improved

communication are essential to this effort. Networking will increase the communications

channels between donors and allow donors to learn from each other's experiences ~ both

positive and negative.

Client consultation. Electronic networking also presents the Bank Group with a

means by which to get closer to its clients. Poor technological communications

infrastructure makes the effective use of the communications media very difficult in many

African environments. Communications with clients in the past have often proved to be

slow, ineffective, unreliable, and frustrating. For instance, the small morning "window" in

which to reach clients, lost time waiting for faxes that often do not go through, and the

hieh cost of long-distance telephone and fax connections are some of the disabling factors

that contribute to this inability to get close to clients. Communication via electronic

networks would allow Bank Group staff to shorten response times and improve feedback

capabilities, both of which are necessary to be sensitive to client needs as well as to

enhance the channels by which stakeholders can be informed by and stay in touch with

Bank Group staff on projects.
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Capacity building. The Bank has also emphasized the need to hold governments

more accountable for the development and implementation of Bank Group financed

projects. In order to truly put government in the driver's seat government officials must

have access to the information necessary to make decisions on the ground. Electronic

networks allow large amounts of information to be transferred or accessed quickly and

efficiently anywhere in.the world by those who have access to the network. As primarily

an information-based organization, the Bank Group has a wealth of data in Washington

that could be transferred to or accessed by its clients in the field. In Africa, unfortunately,

these networks are not developed enough for Africans to access this information easily,

quickly, or cheaply, Development of electronic networks will provide the enabling

infrastructure necessary for Bank Group clients to access the information that is crucial to

the decisions that must be made in the field.

Decentralization ofBank Group activities and decision making. The Bank now

foresees decentralization ofmany of its activities and of a significant proportion of its

decision making to field offices at the national and regional levels. Development ofrobust

and secure electronic networks is absolutely necessary if this is to be successful. Existing

technology permits segregating and securing a portion of public network traffic for Bank

Group purposes. The same technology would reduce costs by permitting sharing of

bandwidth with other development agencies with similar needs as well as with African

indigenous network traffic.

Private sector development. Finally, electronic networking has the potential to

complement the Bank's objective of improving the vitality' of the private sector in its client

countries. The combination of the globalization of the world economy and the explosion

of information technology has transformed the nature of the private sector. These trends

have reduced the importance of geographic boundaries and of location, increased the

importance of flexibility, and favored the organizations that can quickly transform

information and ideas into viable products and services. Increasingly the world's

commerce will be conducted over electronic networks that have the capacity to transfer

data instantaneously. In order for developing countries to be competitive in this changing

world and attract the private sector investment necessary for growth, they must have a

reliable electronic networking infrastructure in place.

The development of electronic networking will prepare African countries to

respond and participate more actively in a rapidly changing global economy that is

increasingly driven by the free flow of information and ideas. Without the human

technical expertise and the infrastructure to move information rapidly, Africa will be

further disadvantaged in the global economy. Networking is important for African

enterprises to improve their competitive position. But African electronic networks can

also help with the development of research networks in Africa so that African scientists

and thinkers can work with each other more and be less dependent on the North.

Furthermore, electronic networks can let Africans "'repatriate" large volumes of data and

analysis, originally obtained from African sources, which have accumulated in Northern
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libraries and research centers. Such information is often unavailable to African scholars in

their home countries.

Additionally, through enhancing the Bank Group's communication channels with

the various agents involved in African development networking has the potential to create

a forum in which potential problems can be identified and solved before they occur. At a

very modest investment the Bank has an opportunity to use electronic networking as a

means to respond to many of the organization's strategic objectives. In the process the

Bank Group can assist in the development of an infrastructure in its client countries that

will be crucial to world communication and commerce in the decades to come.

Southern African Experiences with Electronic Networking

This section of the paper examines some of the lessons learned through the

implementation of a pilot networking project in Mozambique as well as through extensive

interaction with the networking community in Southern Africa. Specifically, the

experiences in establishing computer networks in Southern Africa have proven that the

following elements are important for successful network development:

• African ownership ofthe project. The vision and direction of future network

development must come from the Africans. The local networkers must have complete

ownership of any initiatives for network development and the World Bank should

support these local initiatives and build on the work that has already been

accomplished in the African networking community. In Mozambique, for instance, the

Bank has worked with the individuals running the only existing e-mail node in the

country (at the University Eduardo Mondlane), and assisted them towards achieving

their goal of full Internet connectivity. In order to insure the sustainability ofthe

project as well as promote the concept of capacity building, the Bank encouraged the

University to take a leading role in developing a strategy for growth, training ofusers,

and installation of software and equipment. This approach assumes that the local

network operators know what is best for the development of their own networks and

are most attuned to the technical and human capacity, as well as to regulatory

problems that networking faces in their countries.

• Country specific response. Experience in Southern Africa has illustrated that

technical, human capacity and regulatory limitations to network development differ

from country to country and thus demand a unique response. The World Bank and

others should thus address network development within each country's specific

context.

• Business-like management ofthe network. A sustainable network must operate like a

business. In order for African networks to grow and become viable means of

communication and information gathering for a country, the network node operators

must develop an entrepreneurial spirit toward network management. In order for the

network to become sustainable and ultimately grow into a national hub, the node must
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attract fee-paying users and provide them with a reliable and cost-effective service.

The network node operators must charge users, maintain good books, market their

services effectively, attend to the needs oftheir clients, and install and service

hardware and software. For instance, in Zambia the University has established a non

profit company called Zamnet which is actively seeking clients and providing them

with Internet service. Namibia is also well organized. The networkers in the country

have formed a- non-profit NGO called the Namibian Internet Development Foundation

(NAMIDEF) with a governing council consisting of members from the University, the

government, and the business sector. They are currently in the process of registering

the company and have already established monthly rates for users.

• Training. The experiences in Southern Africa have proven that, training represents one

of the most essential components of network development. Training is essential for the

network engineers who will be running the nodes, as well as for the end users who will

be using the services. For the networking engineers, technical training on.managing a

TCP/IP network node, and also business management training are important areas of

instruction. Training is also important for the end users who connect to the node. The

users whom the node engineers serve have to be comfortable with the technology and

knowledgeable in the basics of electronic mail communications. In Mozambique the

Bank supported short-term training for network engineers and for the Bank clients

connected to the system. A trained the engineers in the basics of TCP/IP network

management. The network engineers in turn trained the end users through (i) a half

day seminar given at the resident mission and (ii) individual instruction during the site

installations at the various government offices. For future initiatives, the computer or

technology specialist in each ofthe respective ministries should participate in the

training, to learn enough to act as an in-house resource to solve common problems of

users in his or her institution. This would reduce the time network node engineers

spend on additional time training for end users. Finally, regional training seminars

represent a unique means to bring networking specialists from Africa together to

discuss common experiences and develop personal relationships. These relationships

will form the foundation for continued regional network co-operation and

development.

• Incremental support. The Bank could support existing African networking initiatives

through a step-by-step approach. The experiences in Southern Africa have shown that

each country can expand their network incrementally as demand for use of the network

increases. Most ofthe countries in Southern Africa desire to upgrade their present

systems, commonly a dial-up UUCP (Unix to Unix Control Protocol) link to Rhodes

University in South Africa, to a full leased line connection to the Internet. The cost of

a 9.6 kbs leased line varies between $25,000 to $60,000 a year, depending on the

country. An additional $10,000 to $15,000 is usually needed for equipment. In

Mozambique, for instance, the Bank funded equipment (arouter, a server, and

modems) to prepare the University node for a future leased line connection to the

Internet, and provided funds for a consultant to give technical assistance to the

University engineers by training them in network management and assisting them with

the installation of the equipment. In Zambia, an Institutional Development Fund (IDF)

grant provided funding for one year to establish a 9.6 kbs leased line connection to the
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Internet. Networking in the region could be given a boost by funding the first year

only ofthis 9.6 kbs leased line connection for those countries that identify this as the

next step in their development. This support would give the nodes the vital experience

in dealing with the problems that a growing network faces. This assistance will also

provide the network nodes with a year to increase their user base to the point at which

they can support a leased line connection independently. In Mozambique, for instance,

the University indicated that the total monthly cost of a leased line to South Africa

would be $3,263; at $50 per month, the University would have to sustain a fee-paying

user base of 70 in order to sustain this leased line connection. In applying such a

limited strategy, large infusions ofmoney for time periods much longer than one year

may be neither necessary nor prudent. The reasons are as follows: i) the management

skills ofthe nodes that the Bank supports may not be sufficient to effectively service a

growing user base and the node may not be able to support the leased line payments;

ii) competition from the private sector for information services may grow rapidly in

Africa as economies are liberalized and the political environment stabilizes.

• Bank Group support ofthe network withfocus on Bank Group needs. The Bank

Group has a unique opportunity to support the development ofthe networks in Africa

and at the same time use these networks to facilitate its own strategic objectives

regarding client consultation, donor co-ordination, capacity building, and private sector

development. The pilot project in Mozambique addressed these specific issues. The

Mozambique project, still underway, connected government officials to the University

network who were identified by task managers as individuals with whom they

regularly correspond. By connecting these government clients, the project

accomplished three objectives: (i) provided a continuous, cost-effective, and reliable

channel of communication between Bank staff and the government officials, (ii)

provided the University network with potentially fee-paying users who could afford to

pay the $50 per month communication charge and thus generate income for the

network to eventually sustain a full Internet connection via the leased line, and (iii)

introduced government officials to the network who may be in a position to champion

the further development of the country's networking infrastructure. Regarding the last

point, by soliciting champions in the government, the network node operators may gain

support for some of the regulatory issues that need to be addressed and corrected in

order to facilitate network growth. The Bank should replicate this formula in other

countries in Africa as a viable means to increase demand for networking services to the

point at which a leased line can be sustained.

The experiences in Southern Africa indicate that the region is ready for increased

connectivity and that the Bank Group has a role to play in this development process. At a

modest investment, the Bank Group, often in collaboration with other development

agencies, has the opportunity to assist in the development of an infrastructure in its client

countries that will be crucial to world communication and commerce in the decades to

come. At the same time the Bank Group can use these networks as a means in which to

address its own strategic objectives. This opportunity should not be missed.
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Policy Considerations and Regulatory Framework

The telecommunications sector in most sub-Saharan African countries is organized

as follows: (i) the provision of all.services is entrusted to a state-owned operator (SOO) on

a monopoly ba$is^(if) the sector Ministry is supposed to supervise the SOO and assume

the ftmction of setting sector policy; (iii) sector regulation is shared between the SOO, the

sector Ministry and the Cabinet. The SOO often takes over the responsibilities of the

government on policy and regulation matters, resulting in a very dominant, inefficient

SOO.

Box: Modem Use in Zimbabwe

The major obstacle to the spread ofInternet access in Zimbabwe is the

regulatoryframework. Legally each modem has to be individually licensed,

and the Public Telephone Company (PTC) often insists that only their own

modems may be used, for a rent ofZ$500 per month, even though they are

slow 2400 baud models in most cases (ZS1.00 is approximately US$0.12).

Further, the PTC has a statutory monopoly on third-party use ofits

telecomms network which inhibits the development offor-profit networks.

The PTC appears prepared to tolerate the operation ofthe dial-up e-mail

networks, but apparently not the TCP/IP networks, which are operating in a

semi-clandestine manner.

Several countries have started reform programs to: (i) separate regulation from

operation and to limit or eliminate the SOO regulatory authority; and (ii) liberalize the

sector in the area of value added services and allow private sector participation in the

provision of these services, jointly with the SOO. in competition with the SOO. or

independently with no competition from the SOO. For example, several countries have

licensed private cellular operators. In most of these cases licensing was done by: (i) the

Minister of communications in his capacity as a Minister or Chairman of the Board of the

SOO; or (ii) the new regulator. Entry of new' providers typically has been undertaken

under the old laws or after adopting new laws. Authorizing an Internet service and

subsequent regulation of the network will depend on several issues:

(i) the current Telecommunications Act in the country;

(ii) the nature of the service (commercial vs. non-profit);

(iii) who is/are the sponsor(s);

(iv) whether the SOO can be a part of a joint venture;

(v) whether the sponsors are requesting to lease lines from the SOO or a license to

build their own network;
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(vi) whether the SOO can provide the required technical requirements (for example

speed and quality); and

(vii) whether the planned Internet network would be used as a private network (by

one institution or in a single building) or a "shared private network".

: Not all of nie above issues are legal or policy matters; prospective sponsors for

expanding Internet connectivity would need to develop their strategies to obtain

authorization/cooperation taking into account these issues. The general strategies are:

(i) where existing laws don't permit, the sponsor can enter into dialogue with the

Government to revise these laws;

(ii) if this is not achievable, a strategy to work within the existing law should be

adopted.

The Bank Group has been involved in reforming the sector in several sub-Saharan

countries. Data communications is typically an area in which governments are not

reluctant to authorize provision of services, and the Bank Group should be able to support

the sponsors of any Internet connectivity expansion initiative in their dialogue with the

Government.

Technical Options and Costs

In Africa, the quality level of the local communications infrastructure, as well as

readiness to implement sophisticated communications technologies, varies from country to

country. There is a good chance that a single Internet option will not suit all countries and

therefore would not bring adequate results. The best approach would be to develop a few

options. Then, the option that best fits the particular needs should be selected for each

country. The following three options each provide a different level of connectivity and

Internet functionality. The costs given do not include local labor costs for operating the

system.

' 1. Internet node with server. This option will provide all Internet services (e-mail,

Telnet, FTP, Usenet) through a local Internet node. Connectivity to a remote Internet node

will be provided through a Very Small Aperture Terminal (VSAT, or small satellite earth

station). Major advantages that this option will provide are: local know-how, flexible

growth, full local user support, fast new user connect, fast local services, and local node

administration. The price for mis option is $250,000 - $500,000 per country, depending

on the level oftechnical support and training to be provided. Monthly operational costs

are expected to be around $11,000.

2. Internet node without server. This option will provide all Internet services (e-

mail, Telnet, FTP, Usenet) through a remote Internet node. Connectivity between a local

service node to the remote Internet node will be provided through a VSAT. Major

disadvantages of this option are: remote node administration, slow new user connect, and

slower response. The price range for this option is $180,000 - $350,000 per country,
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depending on the level of technical support and training to be provided. Monthly

operational costs are expected to be around $11,500.

3. Virtual Internet node. This option will provide only Internet e-mail service

through scheduled mail exchanges. Connectivity to a remote Internet node will be

provided through a dial-up or X.25 link. The major disadvantages are: only basic e-mail

service is provided, remote node administration, slow new user connect, and no local user

support. Price range for this option is $65,000 - $135,000 per country depending on the

level of technical support and training to be provided. Monthly operational costs are

expected to be around $7,000.

Financing Options

Two financing options have been discussed: the first is for the Bank to fond

electronic networking through an IDF grant, a stand-alone project, or as sub-components

of sector projects; The other is for the Bank to act as a catalyst for investment from

domestic and foreign private sector sources and from bilateral and other multilateral

organizations, providing management of a program and contribution in kind in the form of

management.

An IDF grant provides the Bank's Africa Region with the flexibility to tailor

assistance and to focus on sub-regional or national connection as well as on building

indigenous support through user training, system installation, management, demonstration

workshops, and sensitizing policy makers in the use of low cost technology for

communication, information exchange and resources sharing. This grant could serve as

the basis for a pilot program.

A stand-alone project would provide the Bank Group an opportunity to address the

key policy constraints mentioned above. However, direct Bank financing to expand

Internet connectivity should be accompanied with or introduced as part of a package of

reforms that include competition, interconnection, and regulation. A risk to this approach

is that Governments unwilling to implement a comprehensive package of reforms could

delay acceptance of a network connectivity project. The key issue such a project would

face is sustainability: how will a consistent level of operational performance and reliability

be maintained after (he initial capital investments wear off?

The Bank's role as lender of last resort also needs to be considered; it seems

unlikely that countries will have no other source of finance for Internet connectivity.

Based on discussions with several agencies (not a systematic survey), it is our view that

there is sufficient interest in increasing connectivity in Africa among private investors,

embassies, NGOs, and bilateral and multilateral organizations that the Bank Group should

have little or limited capital investment in such activity. The Bank is thus in a good

position to carry out a technical assistance program with funds from bilateral financial

organizations, the private sector and other multilateral organizations.
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Experience shows that private capital is attracted to the provision of commercial

Internet services when robustness is achieved and business can move in whii minimal risk.

For example, Thailand's communications operator has recently established a joint-venture-

called Internet Thailand Services-to provide use of Internet for commercial purposes. The

company will provide full-function Internet services for individuals and businesses that

require them. Turkey is also depending on private sources of finance for supplying

Internet services, now that its market has grown and the national university no longer must

serve as the technical and operational hub for Internet communication.

Suggested World Bank Strategy

While there are vibrant and exciting developments in some countries, the fact

remains that most countries in Africa lack even the most rudimentary Fidonet or UUCP e-

mail services. Only one country, the Republic of South Africa, has its own broadband

fiber optic link to the Internet, though neighboring countries are increasingly connecting

themselves through narrowband landlines to the Internet through South Africa, where it is

pooled with the South African traffic to the rest of the world and elsewhere on the

continent. All other countries in Sub-Saharan Africa with Internet connections rely on

store-and-forward systems, and thus cannot avail themselves of such full Internet services

requiring direct on-line computer-to-computer interactions as Telnet, FTP, Usenet, World

Wide Web, and Internet-based videoconferencing through CU-SeeMe and the more

advanced MBONE.

The World Bank has been providing modest support for the growth of indigenous

networks in the Southern African region. The evolution of this strategy, which offers

some important lessons, should be encouraged, and in some countries this may be the only

feasible strategy (other than benign or malign neglect). But the Bank should go further

and should work together with other donors to this end. This policy of nurturing

indigenous-based incremental change, supported by small amounts of financial support

and technical assistance, should be supplemented wherever feasible by a much more pro

active policy which can lead quickly to significant progress, avoiding unnecessary steps.

The principal elements of this broader policy should be to:

• conduct an intense policy dialogue with national governments to emphasize the

importance of taking advantage ofthe information revolution to accelerate economic

and social development, as well as the need for deregulation, privatization, and

competition in the telecommunications sector. The Bank Group is involved in the

telecommunications sector in most African countries, through freestanding operations

with national public telecommunications entities, public enterprise restructuring

operations, and structural adjustment operations. The emphasis to date has been on

increasing the efficiency of these public monopolies through restructuring plans,

sometimes including contracting out the management ofthese entities with foreign

telecommunications companies. These operations offer the vehicle for the Bank to

engage in dialogue of the kind described above with national governments. Even
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where such vehicles are not available, telecommunications and access to information

are key determinants of international competitiveness and should therefore be brought

. { onto the Bank Group's agenda for policy dialogues.

• augment the supply ofInternet services, through IDF grants; grants from the

t prospective InfoDev fund recently authorized by a G7 Ministerial Meeting in Brussels

and fee Bank's Senior Management; and loans, credits, and investments of the World

Bank Group, either as telecom projects, or as components within other operations, for

example higher education projects. It is likely that there will be occasions when

cofmancing will be possible. The African private sector should be encouraged to

engage in joint venture activities with foreign investors for the provision of Internet

services.

• stimulate demandfor African Internet service providers through encouraging

purchase of connectivity and support services needed by the World Bank Group and

other international and bilateral development agencies from these African providers

rather man creating systems for the sole use of the World Bank Group or other

agencies. Another major source of demand can be World Bank Group loans, credits,

and investments -- e.g. education and health projects. Within these projects, funds can

be provided for the purchase of Internet services, training of staff in their utilization,

etc. These guaranteed markets will help African Internet service providers establish a

strong financial base from which to supply the suppressed demand ofthe African

commercial, educational, research, and other users.

To implement this new policy will require the allocation ofWorld Bank Group

human and financial resources. The costs for launching this pro-active, collaborative

strategy are very modest. Establishing a full Internet node with a server and VSAT (Very

Small Aperture Terminal) in an African country can be accomplished for $250,000-

$500,000, depending on the level oftechnical support provided, with annual operating

costs on the order of $130,000, exclusive of local labor costs. Lower levels of service

cost less. Even at the upper end of this cost range, full Internet nodes could be established

in the 47 sub-Saharan African countries currently lacking this level of service for

approximately $30 million, including the first year's operating cost (again exclusive of

local labor costs). It is likely that grant funds can be found readily to accomplish the

technical task. In fact, USAID and NASA are already moving to provide this level of

connectivity in 20 African countries.

The real challenge is not technical or financial, but organizational and political.

While there are no technological barriers to rapid expansion of Internet service in Africa,

there are many in the sphere of obsolete regulatory frameworks. The commitment of

African leaders to remove them could open up the way into the information age for their

countries. Once introduced in Africa, electronic networking could grow rapidly and prove

to be a major boost to the competitiveness of African countries.

The World Bank group should concentrate its efforts, to act as a catalytic agent,

coordinator of donor efforts, and stimulator and financier of projects applying these

empowering technologies. The types of Bank projects that could serve as conduits for the
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introduction and dissemination of these technologies include education, training, health,

electric power, and private sector development. > •

The required CAM and financial resources should be programmed beginning in the ^\
budget for FY96. This effort should involve all Africa Region departments, IENTI, OBP,

and the Electronic Media Center. Resources for staff time to work on these matters for the

Africa Region by other Bank units should be provided under the usual cross support

arrangements.

It will be critical to monitor implementation of this strategy. For this purpose, a

Committee should be established by the Africa Region which would periodically assess

progress. Monitorable indicators of progress could include the following:

• number of countries with full Internet Connectivity as indicated by the Internet

Society's regular connectivity reports, with international bandwidth available indicated

wherever possible;

• number of connections by country; with indications of traffic volume;

• number of World Bank Group offices and project entities using local Internet service

providers;

• number of projects including Internet connectivity components;

• number of countries making progress on deregulation

• number of countries in which multiple international agencies are collaborating through

sharing bandwidth and supporting and using local Internet service provider^; and

• number of countries in which the World Bank Group has taken an active and effective

role in the above developments.




